2/ Grammar and vocabulary of the language: rules of recognition of words, phrases and entire messages, including algorithms of lexical and syntactical analysis. 3/ Semantics: rule~ of understanding of words and messages, including methods of determining how the words and messages relate to data stored in memory and what should be specific reactions of the computer according to the recognized meaning messages. This data may be presented in various forms, e.g. as dictionaries, transition networks for lexical analysis, augmented transition networks (ATN) for syntactic analysis, semantic networks, relations, end so on. They may be also included into programs which control and run conversetions.
It is evident that this information must be easily mod- Networks in this form may be interpreted or compil-ed to Fortran. Compilation is usually msde for large ATN's for which simple interpretation would be too slow. We obtained in this way good speeds even for very complicated syntactic grammars. Conversation control netwOrks are always interpreted, for in this case no speedup was necessary. The conversation control allows bootstrapping, i.e. an appropriately created network may control process of conversational creation or modification of any CCN.
Our implementation was made in Fortran, in spite of 811 its disadvantages, mainly for Portability reasons. It is still much more easy to transfer to other computer or mini software written in Fortran than in any other language, including LISP. 
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